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7 October 2019

By EMAIL (VICKY.FOWLER@GOWLINGWLG.COM)

Dear Vicky

The South Tees Development Corporation (Land at Former Redcar Steel

Works, Redcar) Compulsory Purchase Order 2019
Formerland interests of Sahaviriya Steel Industries UK Limited (in liquidation)

Thank you for your letter of 4 October 2019 and electronic enclosures which | confirm have
been received correctly.

Whilst the provision of some of the documents requested in my earlier correspondenceis

appreciated,| find the remaining contents of your letter surprising. As we have discussed

and as madeclear in myletter of 22 August 2019, myclients are not prepared to continue

to incur costs in connection with the evaluation of yourclient's offer for the land in the
absenceof an undertaking for those costs. It is therefore unclear why yourletters of 28

August, 20 September and 4 Octoberhaveall called for a meeting between valuersif, in fact,

yourclient is unwilling to enter into the usual arrangementfor costs of such a meeting.

Yourletter of 4 October states that "Weare notyet in the realms of working towards a
compromiseor settlement agreement". find it difficult to interpret that statement as anything

other than a refusal to negotiate. It carries the necessary implication that yourclient's
intended purpose in seeking the meeting between valuers that you have requestedis

something other than an effort to reach a compromise orsettlement. Please therefore

would youclarify the purpose of your suggested meeting?

Yourclient has shown no genuineinterest in constructive dialogue. Ourclients have made

multiple trips from Thailand in an effort to engage with yourclient. However in response

the shared leadership team of both the South Tees Development Corporation and South

Tees Site Company Limited have established a track record of resisting repeatedly the

release of information, of inflammatory and inaccurate press statements, of storming out of

meetings, and even of verbal abuse of myclients’ team members.
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As you will recall, your client's original overture and the basis of valuation underpinning it

was contingent on a ‘package deal’ which included the transfer of shares in Redcar Bulk

Terminal Limited, at a gross under value. Such a share transfer raises issues wholly outside
the scope of land value, and cannotbesaid in any way to be a substitute for the land-only
offer eventually made after our clients’ objections to the confirmation of the Order pointed

out that no such offer for the land only had been forthcoming.

| expect that these matters and the related correspondencewill feature in myclients’

submissions both in connection with any proceedings that may arise in the Upper Tribunal,
and also in the forthcoming public inquiry. Your client's attempt at the use of compulsory

purchase powersis bothill-considered and premature. It has failed to engage properly with

myclient as to the possibility of negotiated acquisition of the land. !t could hardly be clearer

that yourclient is treating the proposed compulsory purchase as a mechanism of

convenience, rather than oneoflast resort.

Myclients are willing to discuss valuation, timing and terms on which a transaction

consistent with the Order purposes might be possible. | reiterate, however,thatit is

unwilling to incur costs in doing so. | hope therefore that your client reconsidersits

position as to provision of an undertaking in respect of the costs of considering the belated

offer for the subject land. Until then, | do not see that further correspondence on valuation

issues is possible.

Wenolongerintend to carry out site visit on 16 October but are considering datesin

Novemberand will confirm further in due course.

Yours sincerely

Mat .
Anita Rivera

Partner
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